Introduction {#s1}
============

Water can be considered as one of the major factors that helped the nomadic hunter-gatherers to settle down in civilized societies. All ancient civilizations flourished in river basins with an assured source of water throughout the year (Gupta, [@B32]). The progress in the domestication of plant species for human consumption, peace, and prosperity of human settlements, can be attributed to water. Although irrigation requirements alone account for more than 60% of all fresh water used, the ever increasing human populations is quickly leading to an escalation in civic and industrial demand for fresh water. This scenario of withdrawal of water away from agriculture triggered by erratic monsoons due to the ensuing global climate change and hence food production is expected to be severely affected (Yusuf and Christina, [@B111]; Finlayson, [@B26]).

Nevertheless, providing food and nutrient security to an increasing human population remains the major, if not the sole, responsibility of the agriculture research. Unlike during the green revolution era, agriculture research now faces an unprecedented challenge of producing "*more*" food with "*less*" resources, especially water. In this context, the slogan "*more crop per drop*" has the greatest relevance. Therefore, agriculture research should focus on devising strategies for saving water under the irrigated system and to improve productivity under rainfed dry land conditions.

Agriculture in the tropical and sub-tropical climates is characterized by regions with extreme conditions of water availability. In "command" areas adjacent to dams there is an abundance of water, while in the distant "tail-end" areas severe water scarcity is noticed seasonally. Thus, there is a substantial "Rainfed" area where water scarcity is severe. Several water management strategies and agronomic practices have been developed to conserve soil moisture. Mulching the soil with plant debris and biodegradable plastic (Prosdocimia et al., [@B65]) have long been developed and are being practiced. These water conservation approaches have significantly contributed to improved productivity in dry land crops like sorghum (Unger and Jones, [@B98]), groundnut (Ramakrishna et al., [@B69]), and soyabean (Arora et al., [@B7]).

Water management agronomy, though highly relevant, demands adoption of informed agriculture. Furthermore, it requires the commitment from the farmer to implement the precisely monitored schedules which, at times, can be nearly impossible. Besides its inherent difficulties of water conservation agronomy, it appears that the water management options have attained their potentials. Possibly, we need to reduce the water required for a given productivity under irrigated conditions and to sustain productivity under rainfed ecosystem by enhancing carbon assimilation capacity even with reduced stomatal conductance. Hence, the potential physiological processes hold in further improving water productivity and drought adaptation is infinite (Parry et al., [@B58]; Flexas, [@B29]). From the agronomic perspective, drought adaptation is linked with sustained productivity even under water limited conditions. Phenomenal progress over the last couple of decades has provided excellent leads in terms of understanding the response of plants to drought stress and various mechanisms associated with drought adaptation. For a comprehensive improvement in drought adaptation, several relevant traits must be introgressed on to a single elite genetic background (Araus et al., [@B5]; Reynolds and Tuberosa, [@B74]; Raju et al., [@B68]). This emphasized on the need to identify specific traits that would improve drought adaptation, establish their relevance and develop approaches to phenotype them to capture genetic variability.

Hence forward, crop improvement needs to conceptually focus on genetic enhancement with reduced water requirement for a given yield potential. In this review, we describe the relevance of genetic enhancement of crop cultivars to improve productivity under water limiting conditions. We discuss the possible physiological and molecular mechanisms that need to be considered for achieving improved drought adaptation. Among several traits, those associated with maintenance of leaf turgor and carbon metabolism have the greatest relevance in sustaining growth rates under drought. Despite the knowledge on traits, the progress in breeding for improved water productivity has been limited. We make an attempt to evaluate the reasons for the lack of success in improving crop productivity and suggest possible approaches to overcome this lacuna in genetic enhancement.

Genetic enhancement: drought tolerant variety vs. drought adaptive trait {#s2}
========================================================================

Progress made in understanding drought adaptive mechanisms led to their classification as drought escape, dehydration postponement, and desiccation tolerance (Turner, [@B94]; Khan et al., [@B40]). With rapid phenological development and completion of life cycle before the onset of drought, plant can escape stress effects. On the other hand, maintenance of tissue turgor through improved water uptake and water conservation strategies would delay the onset of stress to plants. Maintenance of positive carbon gain and other metabolism even under decreasing leaf tissue turgor is referred to as "desiccation tolerance." Each of these drought adaptive strategies have specific relevance to survival of plants under drought condition. But, from the agronomic point of view, any genotype that accumulates relatively more biomass even under reducing soil moisture conditions is considered as drought adaptive (Levitt, [@B44]). This definition clearly emphasizes the relevance of maintaining crop growth rates under receding soil moisture conditions and has been the most widely adopted strategy to select superior genotypes (Richards, [@B75]). Breeders thus adopted selecting for higher absolute yields under stress as a crop improvement strategy which undoubtedly led to a major breakthrough in yield in the late 70\'s (Venuprasad et al., [@B102]). However, at present, the perceivable yield gain through this selection strategy is less than 1% annually (Fischer et al., [@B28]).

Crop improvement in the past relied on creating random recombination followed by a selection for higher yields. Breeders tended to call these varieties "drought tolerant" as they produce relatively higher yields under stress. This strategy in the current scenario, is predicted to significantly fall short of the targeted yields needed to feed world populations by 2050 (Ray et al., [@B70]). A narrow variability in absolute yields among the already improved high yielding cultivars, a high genotype and environment (G × E) interaction for yield and low heritability have been attributed to be major factors that may limit further crop improvement through selection for yield *per-se* (Araus et al., [@B5]; Reynolds and Tuberosa, [@B74]). On the other hand, component physiological traits are more stable across environments and hence have greater breeding value (Reynolds and Langridge, [@B73]). A greater sustainability of rice yield was noticed when diverse traits were used in the selection strategy (Raju et al., [@B68]). Therefore, understanding the mechanisms of drought adaptation at a component trait level becomes essential to break this yield barrier as well as to improve productivity in resource limiting environments. These recent developments strongly emphasize on the relevance of adopting a trait based breeding approach to enhance productivity under drought stress conditions over the strategy of selecting for yield *per-se* under drought (Reynolds et al., [@B72]). Therefore, breeding to improve specific drought adaptive traits is expected to be mere rewarding than a mere selection for drought adaptive genotypes. However, progress has been generally slow.

Why genetic enhancement for drought adaptation is slow and how to accelerate? {#s3}
=============================================================================

The impediment for improving productivity under water limiting conditions comes mainly from two factors, viz., the complexity of drought and the equally complex responses of plants to stress. The complexity of drought in turn arises because of a large array of influences it has on plant growth, metabolism, and development which can remarkably vary depending on the time of occurrence and the severity of drought stress. All plant development processes starting from germination, seedling establishment, vegetative, flowering to grain filling phases, are quite sensitive to drought stress (Alberte et al., [@B2]; Centritto et al., [@B16]; Farooq et al., [@B25]), which only illustrates the complexity of drought and drought stress responses of plants.

Though drought stress can strain plant growth at any phenological stage/s, all these complex effects culminate in reducing crop yield (Daryanto et al., [@B20]). Furthermore, growth stages show varied sensitivity to stress in diverse crop species. Therefore, improving stress tolerance in any one of the stages of plant development would severely fall short of comprehensively improving yield under stress. Because of the multitude of responses of plants to stress, a single trait may not provide higher levels of tolerance. In a recent review, Flexas ([@B29]) opined that the slow progress in genetic enhancement under drought has been primarily because single trait or gene is being used at a time by researchers. Though this strategy is scientifically valid, for a more comprehensive genetic enhancement to improve drought adaptation of field crops, an approach that involves a simultaneous improvement in multiple traits/mechanisms needs to be adopted (Sheshshayee et al., [@B83]). Therefore, it is apparent that several independent traits need to be introgressed on to a single elite genetic background to achieve improved performance under stress. Despite the tremendous progress in genomic approaches leading to the discovery of genes and QTLs, and evolution of robust methodology for transferring these genes and QTL to a recipient background, the progress in genetic enhancement has still remained nominal. Therefore, to overcome this impasse in crop improvement, it is essential to develop deeper understanding on the specific traits that confer tolerance to stress at a specific growth stage or to a specific metabolic or cellular function.

Various adaptive traits that the physiologists have long been suggesting are classified into several categories. Based on the level of organization and their relevance, drought adaptive traits are often classified into "*constitutive*" and "*acquired*" tolerance traits (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Constitutive traits are those that are present all through the life of a plant and have relevance at all times. Traits such as roots, stomata, leaf thickness etc. have specific influence on the growth of plants on a time integrated scale. These constitutive traits display a higher level of stress adaptation and functional conservation across environments. For instance, the stress adaptation provided by deep rootedness would have greater adaptability in diverse environments (Uga et al., [@B97]; Tardieu et al., [@B90]). Some of these traits will have specific influence on crop performance on a long time scale. The traits such as Harvest Index, yield, total biomass etc. are as a result of several traits/mechanism all through the life of plants. These traits ultimately have an influence on Drought susceptibility index (DSI) and hence are referred to an "integral traits."

###### 

Classification of traits based on the level and time of their expression and their dissection to sub-components.

  **Traits**                                     **References**
  ---------------------------------------------- ------------------------------
  **CONSTITUTIVE TRAITS**                        
  Phenology                                      Blum, [@B11]
  Waxes                                          Manavalan and Nguyen, [@B47]
  Stomatal density                               Kholová et al., [@B41]
  Water-Use Efficiency (WUE)                     Blum, [@B11]
  Specific Leaf Nitrogen (SLN)                   Agrama et al., [@B1]
  Specific Leaf Weight (SLW- anatomical trait)   Blum, [@B11]
  Leaf pigments/stay green                       Lopes and Reynolds, [@B46]
  Roots                                          Blum, [@B11]
  Plant height                                   Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Leaf area                                      Raju et al., [@B67]
  **ACQUIRED TOLERANCE TRAITS**                  
  Osmolytes synthesis                            Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Osmotic adjustment                             Basu et al., [@B10]
  Cell viability                                 Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Cell membrane stability                        Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Chlorophyll stability                          Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Protein synthesis                              Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Stress induced changes in gas exchange         Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Scavenging systems                             Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Cytotoxic compounds                            Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Changes in growth hormones (ABA)               Monneveux et al., [@B55]
  Water status/relations                         Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Canopy temperature                             Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Leaf senescence                                Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Leaf rolling/folding                           Monneveux et al., [@B55]
  Flowering time alterations                     Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  **INTEGRAL TRAITS**                            
  Drought Susceptibility Index (DSI)             Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Survival & recovery                            Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Yield & Harvest Index                          Kamoshita et al., [@B38]
  Remobilization of resources                    Monneveux et al., [@B55]
  Net Assimilation Rate (NAR)                    Araus et al., [@B4]

On the other hand, "acquired traits" are strongly expressed only when plant experience stress (Sung et al., [@B88]). These acquired tolerance traits are governed by the coordinated gene expression that delivers gene products when needed at the appropriate growth stage/metabolic status or in response to specific environmental cues (Schmid et al., [@B80]; Wang et al., [@B105]). Though a large number of mechanisms are known to contribute to acquired tolerance, the emphasis, however, has been on oxidative stress tolerance mechanisms, osmotic adjustment, and a few aspects associated with protein turnover (Vinocur and Altman, [@B103]). Some of the important sub-component traits of acquired tolerance are given in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Expression of specific genes governing these mechanisms brings in altered metabolism for adaptation. It is also demonstrated that the level of expression of these acquired traits vary considerably among genotypes hence are responsible for the observed genetic variability. These "acquired tolerance" traits illustrate the propensity of a genotype to respond to stress and hence its ability to survive stress period and recover on stress alleviation. In this context, these acquired traits would also have a strong influence on survival under drought and recovery of growth on stress alleviation.

In summary, crop growth and productivity under stress is governed by both constitutive/integral traits as well as the acquired tolerance traits. It has been shows that the advantage of constitutive traits in improving drought adaptation is significantly enhanced in the genetic background of a genotype with reasonably higher levels of acquired tolerance. Some of the important constitutive and acquired traits are indicated in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

More dynamically, comprehensive drought adaptation can be visualized as a phenomenon arising through the maintenance of tissue water relations and positive carbon gain. Several morphological, physiological, and/or cellular mechanisms converge to help maintain positive carbon gain and tissue turgor. A myriad of specific traits in turn influence the relevance of these morphological, physiological, and cellular mechanisms that ultimately improve the plants ability to adapt to drought conditions. A few very important component traits contributing to drought adaptation are illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. For instance, morphological traits such as roots and leaf surface characters like wax deposition, pubescence etc., respectively influence water uptake from deeper soil profiles and water conservation by reducing heat load on the leaf. These mechanisms that help maintain tissue turgor in turn contribute to the maintenance of relatively higher positive carbon gain. Similarly, cellular level mechanisms that help maintaining cell membrane integrity through better management of reactive oxygen species (ROS) would support cell expansion and metabolism. Furthermore, these cellular mechanisms can also contribute to improved metabolism even under conditions of reducing tissue turgor. Though the scenario of improving drought adaptation may appear complex, in reality it can be simplified to a few very important constitutive and acquired tolerance traits (also listed in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Improving any these specific trait would lead to improved drought adaptation. But for a more comprehensive improvement, it appears that several of these traits should operate in unison (Daryanto et al., [@B20]). In the following sections, we discuss various possibility of combining these diverse traits to demonstrate improved drought adaptation.

![Dynamic classification of drought adaptation---Specific traits governing physiological, morphological, and cellular processes. Drought adaptation is a cascade of several physiological, morphological, and cellular mechanisms. A significant degree of interdependence between these mechanisms exists as illustrated by the double headed arrows. These physiological, morphological, and cellular mechanisms in turn are governed by a number of component traits which could be constitutive and/or acquired traits (refer Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). These mechanisms collectively lead to the maintenance of positive carbon gain and tissue turgor (black arrows). Thus, from an agronomic point of view, a comprehensive drought adaptation is possible only when any trait contributes to the maintenance of carbon assimilation and water relations (red arrow).](fchem-06-00092-g0001){#F1}

A deeper understanding of physiological mechanisms associated with drought adaptation led to trait dissection and deployment in crop improvement (Reynolds and Tuberosa, [@B74]; Chandra, [@B17]; Tuberosa, [@B92]; Araus and Cairns, [@B6]). This effort was strongly complemented by an extensive improvement in high throughput phenotyping efforts (Araus and Cairns, [@B6]; Kuijken et al., [@B43]; Vadez et al., [@B99]) which have led to the initiation of focused breeding for physiological traits (Tardieu et al., [@B90]). Development of imaging based technology has further strengthened the phenotyping efforts by bringing in much higher precision with enhanced throughput to screen large populations (Yang et al., [@B109]). Therefore, the future crop improvement efforts are expected to rely strongly on approaches that combine the expertise in plant physiology, molecular biology, and genomics including computational biology to evolve a molecular breeding strategy (Mir et al., [@B54]; Gaspar et al., [@B31]; Reynolds and Langridge, [@B73]). These developments have significantly enhanced the optimism in accelerating breeding process to improve productivity under drought. The major emphasis has therefore shifted to understanding the mechanisms of resource capture and the efficient use of the captured resources.

Are resource capture and use efficiency relevant traits? {#s4}
========================================================

With the consensus that a trait based genetic enhancement can generate sustained productivity under water limited conditions, the focus is therefore being concentrated on identifying the most appropriate combination of traits. Since the major goal is to improve productivity under stress, survival strategies such as drought escape and dehydration postponement are not very useful as most of these traits are often counter-productive (Turner et al., [@B95]). Therefore, identifying traits that enhance growth and productivity even under drought have greatest relevance. It is well-known that the boost in productivity achieved during Green Revolution was predominantly possible through maximizing resource capture (Andersen et al., [@B3]). Genotypes that were highly responsive to added fertilizers and irrigation were favored in breeder\'s selection. The semi-dwarf phenotype in cereals with erect canopy architecture ensured a better distribution of light and hence maximized light energy capture (Matthew et al., [@B50]). Though dramatic success in crop yields was witnessed due to these factors, it is widely believed that the selection did not favor resource-use efficiencies. Therefore, crop improvement for resource limiting conditions must focus on improving efficiency of using resources like light, nutrients (Sinclair and Horie, [@B86]), and most importantly water (Passioura, [@B59]; Blum, [@B12]).

Radiation and nutrient use efficiencies are generally accepted as useful traits that enhance growth rates and yield potentials. However, the relevance of WUE has been a topic of fierce debate (Blum, [@B12], [@B13]). The growth model of Passioura ([@B59]) emphasized that biomass accumulation is a function of water use and WUE. This "Pedagogical" model has long been a topic of intense discussion in the literature. It is unequivocally demonstrated that total water use is strongly related to crop growth rates and total biomass accumulation (Impa et al., [@B36]; Xin et al., [@B107]). Accordingly, any trait that governs total water use would also be associated with crop growth rates. However, higher transpirational water use is not a feasible strategy under water limited conditions. Therefore, decreasing transpiration emerged as an automatic choice to improve water economy. Evolutionally also, reduction in transpiration was found to be a survival strategy under water limited conditions. This conservative strategy from the agronomic prospective is counterproductive as reduction in transpiration is linked with reduced biomass accumulation. Thus, increased emphasis was laid on water-use efficiency.

Physiologically, WUE is defined as the biomass accumulated to total water transpired during the same period or as the ratio of μmoles of CO~2~ assimilated to the moles of water transpired through open stomata. While the CO~2~ partial pressure gradient between atmospheric air (*P*~a~) and intercellular space (*P*~i~) determines photosynthesis, the vapor pressure gradient between leaf and air drives transpiration. On any given day, vapor pressure deficit (VPD) is several orders of magnitude greater than CO~2~ partial pressure gradient resulting in an overwhelmingly higher loss of water through transpiration than carbon assimilated. Therefore, WUE plays an extremely important role in crop water productivity. These facts indicate that further improvement in productivity would heavily relay on the ability to increase the efficiency of resource use. Therefore, water-use efficiency emerges as an important physiological parameter that merits exploitation in order to enhance crop yield under water limited conditions.

Why breeding for WUE has not been very successful? {#s5}
==================================================

Most often, increase in WUE is coupled with the reduction in transpiration, Because of the strong link between transpiration and biomass accumulation, an increase in WUE is often associated with reduced growth rates and yield (Blum, [@B12], [@B13]). This yield reduction while selecting for high WUE distracted breeders from using the trait in their breeding programs. It is well-established that stomata close when plants experience drought either in the soil (Turk et al., [@B93]) or in air (El-Sharkawy et al., [@B22]). The regulation of stomatal movement by the plant hormone abscisic acid (ABA) and the control of transpiration is well-studied (Daniel, [@B19]; Negin and Moshelion, [@B56]). Plants with reduced stomatal density recorded lower transpiration and hence a higher WUE (Franks et al., [@B30]), illustrating the role of reduced transpiration in maximizing WUE. When stomata are closed, though would reduce transpiration, a concomitant reduction in CO~2~ entry results in a decrease in photosynthetic carbon assimilation. Thus, an inverse relationship between WUE and biomass accumulation is often noticed (Sheshshayee et al., [@B82]; Condon et al., [@B18]). However, a few contradictory evidences have also been reported. Vadez et al. ([@B100]) opined that reduced stomatal conductance and a lower transpiration would save soil moisture that can be effectively utilized during the reproductive stage of crop.

More recently, Hughes et al. ([@B35]) overexpressed *HvEPF1* a transcription factor involved in regulating epidermal pattern to reduce stomatal density, thus contributing to lower transpiration. The maintenance of higher soil moisture levels delayed the stress effects on photosynthesis and observed no reduction in yield while improving WUE. This saving of water for its use at later growth stages would certainly enhance the effective use of water (Blum, [@B12]), provided direct soil evaporation is minimized. The wheat improvement program of Australia successfully achieved the goal by selecting for higher WUE (Richards, [@B76]). However, when the soil moisture status improved due to rains during the cropping season, the relative advantage of high WUE cultivars decreased (Richards, [@B76]). These observations of reduction in yield while selecting for high WUE was the major reason for the unsuccessful attempts in breeding for higher WUE. On the other hand, if carbon assimilatory capacity determines differences in WUE, selection for high WUE does not associate with reduced biomass accumulation (Sheshshayee et al., [@B81]). These capacity types are characterized by a higher WUE despite relatively higher transpiration.

WUE is useful only in the background of moderate water use {#s6}
==========================================================

The model proposed by Passioura ([@B60]), suggests that at a given water use, a genotype that uses water effectively would accumulate more biomass. Though this is intuitively acceptable, due to the tradeoff between water use and WUE, increasing WUE was viewed with a lot of skepticism. To break this impasse, a thorough analysis of the physiological factors that regulate WUE would be necessary.

Two dynamic physiological processes, namely photosynthesis and stomatal conductance govern variability in WUE. Decrease in stomatal conductance restricts transpiration and hence would enhance WUE. Though these "water savers" are relevant under drought conditions, such types, often called "conductance types," are counterproductive.

On the other hand, if photosynthetic carbon assimilatory capacity determines differences in WUE, selection for higher WUE will not be associated with any reduction in biomass accumulation (Ashok et al., [@B8]; Sheshshayee et al., [@B83]). Such types referred to as "capacity types" are most preferred to sustain productivity of crop plants under water limited conditions.

Capacity types are characterized by higher WUE despite a moderately high transpiration. In such types, interdependence between water use and WUE is broken and selection for high WUE does not result in reduced biomass. In other words the relevance of WUE can be fully exploited only when genotypes with high WUE are selected without a substantial reduction in transpiration.

To achieve this, traits that promote transpiration and WUE need to be incorporated into the breeding schemes. Deep and extensively developed root system has long been regarded as a potential trait that helps in harnessing water from deeper profiles of soil and hence imparts drought tolerance (Liu et al., [@B45]). To provide a proof-of-concept that WUE is relevant when simultaneously selected for reasonably high water use, we crossed a rice genotype with superior root trait viz., IET 15963 with a cultivar Thanu that had higher WUE. The segregating lines were advanced to develop a recombinant inbred lines population (RILs) which was extensively phenotyped for roots, WUE and yield traits both under irrigated and aerobic conditions (Raju et al., [@B67]). Generally, trait introgressed lines had higher total biomass and yield compared to other recombinant lines that had any one of these two traits (data not shown). One of the best trait introgressed line (TIL), KMP175, had superior photosynthetic rate and stomatal conductance compared with the parents (Figures [2A,B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The higher total dry matter accumulation and yield of TIL was significantly higher than the parental lines (Figures [2C,D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This example of trait introgression and several others described above clearly illustrates two important points: (a) WUE is an important trait that holds tremendous promise in improving productivity under drought and (b) the relevance of WUE is noticed only when it is selected along with a reasonably high water use.

![Performance of trait introgressed line KMP175 in aerobic condition **(A)** Photosynthetic rate (*A*), **(B)** Stomatal conductance (*g*~s~), **(C)** Total dry matter (TDM), and **(D)** Yield (g.plant^−1^). P1, Parent 1 (IET 15963); P2, Parent 2 (Thanu); TIL, Trait introgressed line (KMP175). Adopted from Preethi ([@B64]).](fchem-06-00092-g0002){#F2}

Can genomics accelerate improving drought adaptation? {#s7}
=====================================================

With the advent of physiological breeding, crop improvement efforts are increasingly becoming dependent on the adoption of molecular and biotechnological approaches (Rosa et al., [@B78]). A significant reduction in the cost of genome sequencing and molecular characterization of mapping population and germplasm accessions, the discovery of gene and QTL that govern the variations in drought adaptive traits have become affordable. The NGS era has shifted the fragment based analysis of molecular diversity to sequence based approaches. Improvements in high throughput genotyping approaches for sequence based polymorphism (SNP) such as Taq Man (<https://www.thermofisher.com/in/en/home/life-science/pcr/real-time-pcr/real-time-pcr-assays.html>) and KASP assays (Competitive Allele specific PCR) are among the most commonly adapted approaches. Multiplexing the genome diversity analysis has led to the development of capacities for analyzing over a million variation in a single run (Wang et al., [@B106]).

Though very high throughput, these marker based molecular characterization has a few lacunae. Development of an array of informative markers may require enormous initial investment for discovery and validation. The markers may display a bias for parental lines leading to low dependability. Thus, the focus is rapidly shifting to whole genome sequencing of an entire set of the population to obtain an unbiased set of SNPs. Approaches such as Restriction Site Associated Sequencing (RAD) and Genotyping-by-Sequencing (GBS) are commonly being adopted (Miller et al., [@B53]; Elshire et al., [@B23]). Nevertheless, success in a comprehensive improvement in drought adaptation is still elusive.

Comprehensive strategies for QTL discovery and introgressing drought adaptive traits {#s8}
====================================================================================

Ever since the first rice genome mapping, sequence information of diverse rice varieties are piling up in the genome databases. Accessibility of high throughput genotyping further resulted in the increased number of linkage maps and genetic stocks in rice (McCouch et al., [@B51]; Fischer et al., [@B27]) and other species including semi-perennial species like Mulberry (Mathithumilan et al., [@B48], [@B49]). These technological advances are strongly augmenting the efforts of improving drought adaptation in crop plants through assisting discovery of QTL and genes for drought adaptive traits.

Two approaches, viz., linkage mapping using bi-parental mapping populations and Genome wide association studies (GWAS) using a panel of unrelated germplasm accessions (Yu and Buckler, [@B110]; Rafalski, [@B66]; Kikuchi et al., [@B42]). The linkage mapping approach uses a mapping population developed by crossing contrasting parents, differing in specific drought adaptive traits. The population is extensively phenotyped in target environments and genotyped with molecular markers. Analysis of the co-segregation of marker loci and the trait in question leads to the discovery of QTL by, preferably, composite interval mapping (CIM) strategy. The second approach involves discovery of QTL based on population genetics. This approach involves the phenotypic and molecular characterization of a "panel" of diverse germplasm accessions. This approach relies on the linkage disequilibrium of any pair alleles in the population, and since the germplasm accession represent almost infinite meiotic recombination, the LD based "Association mapping" will have greater resolution. QTL discovery for diverse traits can be simultaneously achieved by this approach and hence this strategy is more robust for discovering QTL for complex physiological traits governing drought adaptation (Raju et al., [@B67]). Though a large number of published data are available on drought related candidate genes and QTLs (<http://www.plantstress.com/>), validation of such linked markers and genes are still in the preliminary stage and are debatable (Pennisi, [@B61]). In spite of such great efforts, development of drought tolerant varieties have not been achieved purely using genomics approaches.

The major factors limiting the precision of QTL localization is the number of progenies used in the study and the inability to accurately phenotype for the specific drought adaptive traits. Further, estimated effects of the identified QTLs are often inconsistent in different genetic backgrounds. An over estimation of the QTL effects in limited progenies leads to wrong predictions, a phenomenon called the "Beavis effect" (Xu, [@B108]). Thus, the challenge for molecular breeders is to discover heritably stable major QTLs that function independent of genetic backgrounds and to develop an effective breeding method for exploiting of such QTLs (Kearsey and Farquhar, [@B39]). With the dramatic progress in high throughput phenotyping (Fahlgren et al., [@B24]) and use of image based trait assessment methods, QTL discovery has now became robust and more accurate. The markers associated with these QTL are expected to strongly complement selection of complex traits and accurate crop improvement (Tanger et al., [@B89]).

Translational activities to improve drought adaptation in crop plants {#s9}
=====================================================================

Physiological breeding
----------------------

This option of breeding combines the advantages of robust phenotyping for the target traits and the markers associated with these traits. A concurrent selection with both these techniques is expected to ensure success in breeding for enhancing drought adaptation Reynolds and Langridge ([@B73]) elegantly outlined the urgent need and the intricacies of a "Physiological Breeding" approach. This approach relies initially on the identification of appropriate traits that would sustain growth and productivity under resource limiting condition. Therefore, the success of physiological breeding depends on the identification of the most relevant traits and their characterization through appropriate and realistic treatment to mimic field conditions. Significant progress is being achieved through the adoption of molecular tools in introgressing specific traits to a recipient genetic background. Approaches such as Multi-parent Advanced Generation Inter-Cross (MAGIC) have also been devised to combine distinct traits from diverse donor genotypes. After establishing the relevance of combining traits to enhance the performance of rice under water limited conditions (Raju et al., [@B68]), an extensive effort was made to discover QTL by association mapping to important drought adaptive traits such as root traits and WUE (Raju et al., [@B67]). These traits are being introgressed using marker assisted breeding involving multiple trait donor parental lines (Prathibha, [@B63]).

Transgenics for improvement of water-use efficiency
---------------------------------------------------

Improvement of WUE through the use of transgenic technology is a promising alternative. Several studies conducted globally have elucidated the importance and feasibility of various strategies to engineer plants for improved WUE under stress. These options include overexpression of functional genes, regulatory signaling factors, transcription factors, or modifying the root architecture and stomata. Focus has also been on engineering novel proteins that induce advantageous metabolic engineering leading to improved WUE.

### Controlling or engineering physiological attributes

#### Roots as a target trait to improve drought adaptation

Studies have demonstrated the involvement of ANGUSTIFOLIA3 (*AN3*) as a regulator of drought tolerance through the repression of a MAPKK called *YODA* (Meng and Yao, [@B52]). Repression of *AN3* was found to result in improved root traits with respect to root length and number of lateral roots. Maintenance of tissue turgor supported by superior water mining through roots has also been shown to enhance photosynthetic carbon assimilation and hence WUE. This has been demonstrated through the deployment of transcription factors (Vemanna et al., [@B101]).

Aquaporins, the water channels through the cell membrane are gaining relevance as a possible mechanism to enhance water uptake and transport (Ballesta and Carjal, [@B9]). Aquaporins are integral membrane proteins belonging to the family of Membrane Intrinsic Proteins (MIPs) and facilitate bi-directional transport of water through biological membranes. Based on the spatial distribution, they are divided into five families (Shivaraj et al., [@B85]). Plant aquaporin\'s assume significance in the scenario of drought tolerance as their action is related to the regulation of hydraulic conductivities for a better water uptake ability. The dual activity of water and CO~2~ transport, as well as tight cell osmoregulation under water stress, has identified aquaporin\'s as plausible candidate genes to engineer plants for the improvement drought adaptation. Several genetic engineering studies have demonstrated the utility of aquaporins and suggested them as feasible targets for drought stress mitigation. The over-expression studies demonstrated that the transgenic plants possessed increased root biomass and improved root hydraulic conductance as well as cell hydraulic conductivity. The plants with specific aquaporins were seen to have lower water loss due to effectively managed transpiration and increased water potential and stomatal control (Ballesta and Carjal, [@B9]).

#### Improvement of intrinsic water use efficiency

Studies have demonstrated that engineering the stomatal density can be a pertinent option to improve photosynthetic CO~2~ fixation and WUE. These anatomical variations have been made possible by identification of regulatory genes like, SDD (stomatal density and distribution). This gene is a subtilisin peptidase that negatively regulates the differentiation of meristemoids and guard mother cells (Franks et al., [@B30]). Over-expression of this gene resulted in reduced stomatal density leading to reduced transpiration and improved WUE. Several other factors like *EPF, EPFL, YODA*, and *TMM* have been identified and validated which demonstrates the possibility of anatomical modulation of stomata and guard cells to improve WUE.

Improvement of WUE has also been achieved as a result of modulation of leaf surface cuticular wax. It is a well-understood and demonstrated phenomenon that increased epicuticular wax can enhance drought tolerance through water conservation. Studies have shown that over-expression of various transcriptional regulators of biosynthesis of cuticle components resulted in better WUE due to the reduction in water loss (Ruggiero et al., [@B79]).

Another credible candidate for improved WUE is leaf morphology, especially leaf hairs. A very recent study has identified and validated the use of BLANKET LEAF (a hairy leaf gene) from *Oryza nivara* as a candidate gene for improved photosynthetic WUE (Hamaoka et al., [@B33]) in rice. This study not only shows the utility of morphological traits for improvement of WUE but also that the crop wild relatives can be exploited as resources for the improvement of various agronomic traits like WUE.

Improved cellular level tolerance for better WUE
------------------------------------------------

Cellular level tolerance (CLT) is classified as an acquired tolerance trait and hence has great relevance in providing intrinsic tolerance to the plants. Besides several mechanisms, cellular level tolerance generally involves management of free radicals following stress, ionic and osmotic homeostasis, protein folding, and turnover and regulation of cell cycle. CLT therefore deals with sustaining protein synthesis and consequent structural conformation for the maintenance of metabolic activities during stress. Improvement of CLT leading to improved tolerance to stress and WUE has been demonstrated by focusing on regulatory proteins such as transcription factors, protein kinases, helicases, hormones, and other signal molecules; LEA proteins and chaperones. The regulatory proteins control the expression of downstream functional proteins under stress for improved tolerance to stress and WUE (Han et al., [@B34]). The roles of many transcription factors have been elucidated under stress and they mostly belong to the family of *AP2*/ERF, b*ZIP, NAC, MYB, C2H2* zinc finger, and *WRKY* (Todaka et al., [@B91]). These are mostly involved in the expression of downstream proteins or in the control of anatomical attributes like stomata leading to improved performance under drought. Further, transcription activators like the DEAD box helicases which are both RNA and DNA-specific have also demonstrated their role in the improvement of WUE by acting at the level of sustaining protein synthesis under stress (Shivakumara et al., [@B84]).

Plants have evolutionarily developed a variety of signaling networks to adapt to various stresses through morphological, physiological, and metabolic changes (Rejeb et al., [@B71]). It is a well-known scenario that during stress, proteins on membranes act as receptors, and sensors in transducing the information to their target proteins in the cytoplasm *via* processes such as phosphorylation. A number of signaling factors that operate in response to drought stress have been identified which can be used for deployment into crops through transgenics. Major signaling factors involved in drought mitigation belong to the families of mitogen activated proteins kinases (MAPKs), Ca^2+^ sensing calcium-dependent protein kinases (CDPKs), and signal transduction systems involved in phospholipid metabolism. Several over-expression studies in economically important crops have demonstrated the usefulness of these genes in extenuating drought stress (Rejeb et al., [@B71]). The plants with ectopic expression of these factors not only showed improved drought tolerance but also improved seed germination and anti-oxidant capacity under drought. As another important aspect, water scarcity is known to increase the levels of ABA content of plant tissues (Davies and Zhang, [@B21]) which acts as an important messenger in the regulation of plant water status during drought (Tuteja, [@B96]; Osakabe et al., [@B57]). ABA-responsive signaling and transcription factors have been identified in the alleviation of drought stress (Tuteja, [@B96]) making them as alternate options for improved drought tolerance and water-use efficiency.

Future projections {#s10}
==================

Global climate change is expected to adversely impact water availability for agriculture in most parts of the world. A comprehensive strategy needs to be evolved and adopted to save water as well as sustaining or even improving productivity under rainfed conditions.

Recent evidences from the literature emphasizes upon the adaptation of a focused trait based crop improvement approach. It is envisaged that selection for trait would lead to a more stable improvement in productivity under diverse environments. This led to the enumeration and classification of drought adaptive traits. Among a number of constitutive and acquired traits those that help to maintain positive tissue turgor and positive carbon gain have great relevance. Water-use efficiency, the ratio of biomass produced to water transpired, is a trait that connects water relations and carbon assimilation traits. These two physiological mechanisms are in turn regulated by stomatal movement which optimizes assimilation and transpiration (Von Caemmerer et al., [@B104]; Buckley, [@B15]). While light intensity modulates both carbon assimilation and transpiration, leaf to air VPD drives transpiration. Semi-irrigated aerobic fields are characterized by high VPD which results in substantial volumes of water transpired unproductively (Matthews et al., [@B37]). Thus, there is a renewed interest in determining the diurnal water loss patterns, especially the "Nocturnal" transpiration. Our recent observations reveal that around 80--100 mL of water is lost from each rice plant during the night periods. This would amount to a significantly large volume of water lost absolutely unproductively. Therefore, WUE computed using water transpired during the entire day may not be realistic. Besides providing a hydrophobic layer on the leaf surface, waxes are known to reflect infrared radiations and hence keep the canopy cooler (Richards et al., [@B77]; Prathibha, [@B62]; Boyer, [@B14]).

Improving photosynthetic efficiency is emerging as yet another powerful approach to improve WUE. Among a number of possible mechanisms, increasing mesophyll conductance (*g*~m~) to CO~2~ transfer is expected to strongly favor improving WUE (Flexas, [@B29]). A plant with higher g~m~ can afford to maintain a lower g~s~ and thus can reduce transpiration leading to higher WUE (Soolanayakanahally et al., [@B87]). Similarly, carboxylation efficiency of RuBisCO is an important determinant of creating a diffusion gradient between sub-stomatal cavity and chloroplast (Flexas, [@B29]). A higher g~m~ coupled with superior carboxylation efficiency can be considered as "capacity types." These types would maintain higher crop growth rates while selecting for higher WUE.

Such genotypes would eventually have higher yields under water limited conditions. Since carbon assimilatory capacity determines WUE, such plants can be useful even under well-watered conditions.
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